
Travel Sock Strap Instructions

If you ordered the travel sock it should have been supplied with a length of bunji cord with 
a hook on each end and 2 hooks and colours clipped onto it.

�

Fit travel sock onto canopy and fold it down flat to the boat.  Clip one hook into the loop 
provided on the travel cover and pull the cord down to the chine rail on the boat with the 
appropriate amount of tension to hold the canopy down but still easily allow you to unhook 
the cord.  Once you have the right length cut the cord and fit one of the spare hooks to the 
cut end of the cord.  This is done by first putting the collar onto the cut end then putting the 
hook over the cut end until it stops and sliding the collar onto the hook until it locks into 
place. Then repeat the process on the other side.

�

And it should look like this.

�

Hook and collar 
closed



KINGFISHER PARTS LIST:
A.  BOLT x 8
B.  WASHER x 8
C.  WASHER x 8
D.  DECK MOUNT WITH LANYARD                                
          AND QUICK PIN x 4

A B C

KINGFISHER CANOPY
INSTALLATION INSTRUCTIONS

1. Mark the centre of the area you would like the Kingfisher Canopy to cover.
2. Measure 250mm each side of this mark.  This is the centre of the deck mounts (part D).
3. Decide whether the canopy will fold down to the front or the back (check it will lay flat in your 

chosen position - alter as necessary).
4. Make sure the mounts are positioned at the correct width (Kingfisher Canopy frame will flex 

50 inwards -100mm outwards if needed).   
5. Place the deck mount (part D) in position and mark holes for drilling. Drill the holes through 

the gunwale using a 5.5mm bit.
6. Place the deck mounts in position and bolt them down (using parts A, B & C). N.B. Take care 

not to strip Phillips head in bolt A, and lubricate bolt A to avoid binding bolt to nut.
7. Now you can fit the Kingfisher Canopy to the deck mounts.  The Kingfisher logo on the 

canopy should be at the back of the boat.

HAPPY BOATING!

Register online at www.undercovercanvas.com.au/index.php?id=37 to validate your   
warranty
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